NextGen® Enterprise Therapy Suite

Improve documentation and maximize revenue while getting back to treating patients
Use the most robust occupational therapy (OT) and physical therapy (PT)-specific EHR and Practice Management (PM) solution for standalone therapy groups or those with in-house therapy departments. Thousands of therapists and clinicians use NextGen Enterprise Therapy Suite including:

- Athletico
- OrthoTennessee
- Winchester Orthopaedic Associates
- South Shore Neurologic Associates
- The Orthopaedic Center of Central Virginia
Your patients require specialized healthcare. Shouldn’t your technology partner offer solutions tailored to your therapy practice?

Rely on a solution designed by therapists for therapists.

Take the right step toward more efficient care—and a better bottom line.

- Document faster, more accurately
- Full plan of care tracking
- Configure by state and by payer contract
- Precert training
- Utilize enhanced case management
- KX Modifier tracking
- Save time and money
- Improve safety and support HIPAA security

Every patient case must be treated differently. Why should your EHR be any different? Avoid "one size fits all" packaged content. Receive expert guidance and support from our team of therapy professionals, including a dedicated Therapy Director.

Learn how our unique commitment to therapy can help your practice achieve its clinical, financial, and operational goals.
NextGen Enterprise Therapy Suite (ETS) for Physical and Occupational Therapy.

Care with flexibility.
Streamline workflow while enhancing care, using our ONC-certified* therapy-specific EHR. Tap into extensive, out-of-the-box therapy content. Configure your system based on your needs by using flexible documentation.

- Use configurable PT content for simple, smart, and fast documentation
- Efficiently record treatments; tap into location-specific exercise templates

Care with accuracy.
Work more efficiently, both clinically and administratively. Use our integrated EHR and Practice Management solution. By sharing one database, these tools help you intuitively and intelligently manage patient data, volume, and scheduling.

- Gain point-and-click documentation of injury, exams, goals, treatment, plans, and more
- Electronically track plan of care approvals
- Easily and accurately document as you go
- The KX modifier tracks Medicare payments/allowances across cases

Care with results.
Leverage integrated billing for improved collections. Easily gather data in a cost-effective manner for outcome reporting and maintain government compliance more efficiently. From ad hoc reporting to sophisticated analysis, our solutions deliver a better bottom line.

- Cut A/R days
- Drive down operational costs
- Increase and accelerate revenue
- Streamline and automate billing tasks
- Maintain government compliance and reduce write-offs
“NextGen EHR is extremely user-friendly. The system is well organized to allow clinicians to easily navigate through the templates and decrease documentation time.”

B. Semrau, MOT, OTR/L, Occupational Therapist, Athletico Physical Therapy
Choose a therapy-specific EHR product and partner

You need a stable, proven technology partner to help you improve care, increase revenue, and manage healthcare reform. A partner who knows therapy and is ready for your unique needs. That’s NextGen Healthcare.

- Therapy expertise and leadership – leverage the knowledge and dedication of our experienced team of therapy experts

- Therapy-specific EHR and Practice Management solutions – created by practicing PT and OT therapists

- Proven implementation and support – benefit from our successful methodologies, training, and support services

- A healthier bottom line – reduce A/R days and claim denials. Submit codes that will return the highest reimbursement. Make the right investment – in technology, expertise, and support.

Experience the results and power of your partnership with NextGen Healthcare.
Don't Struggle with Billing, Collections, or Claims
Easily overcome ongoing changes with NextGen RCM Services. We offer a scalable, tailored revenue cycle solution with the flexibility to add resources only where you need them to fix revenue leaks, decrease denials, speed payments, and optimize your bottom line.

Devote resources to recruiting talent required to stay on top of billing rules. With more than 1,300 NextGen RCM Services experts, we can help with as much, or as little, as you need.
Thrive in a changing healthcare landscape

NextGen Enterprise Therapy Suite integrates seamlessly with our entire product suite for consistent, streamlined, real-time clinical and administrative workflow, including:

- NextGen® Practice Management — share one database with our EHR for efficient data sharing
- NextGen® Patient Portal — unlike competitive EHR solutions, get an integrated, powerful patient portal
- NextPen® Write — for faster documentation on exercise sheets and treatment logs
- NextGen® EHR Connect — connect into your HIE to access referral documents

As your practice evolves, our scalable, enterprise architecture supports your changing business requirements. The comprehensive NextGen® software suite is designed to help you thrive in the changing healthcare landscape.
Take the Next Step. Contact us:

855.510.6398

therapy@nextgen.com
Learn how our intuitive therapy-specific content and workflow from an integrated, single solution can help your therapy practice improve care, workflow efficiency, and your bottom line. Meet with one of our therapy team members or contact us at nextgen.com/contact.